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Editorial Note
Natural merchandise and ancient medicines unit of nice

importance. Once accustomed develop new medication, natural
merchandise and ancient medicines have their unmatchable
advantages, like galore clinical experiences, and their distinctive
diversity of chemical structures and biological activities. This
interest has enhanced over the years as a results of the difficulty
the state has place into natural analysis promoting analysis
market analysis through the University post-graduate analysis
programmers and thus the Ministry of research and Innovation's
natural merchandise research and development. The
pharmaceutical trade has return to ponder ancient medicine as
a provide for identification of bio-active agents that will be used
within the preparation of artificial medicine.

However, they don't seem to be making an attempt to review
the rare plant species; they need checking the foremost
commonly-used species. The valuable healthful plants unit those
with the longest knowledge of use in most or wider locations or
distribution in Cameroon. Many of the ton of commercial
pharmacologically attention-grabbing healthful plant species in
use around the world unit utilized in further than one
community, and generally in further than one country, for
multiple uses.

Modern medicine has developed powerful ways in which for
proving effectiveness, testing for safety and standardizing good
manufacturing practices. In distinction, few scientific tests unit
done to determine ancient medicine merchandise and practices.
Typical stylish medicine square measure sometimes referred to
as treatment medicine. It involves the utilization of medication
or surgery, generally supported by message and mode
measures. Numerous and complementary forms of medicine
embody acupuncture, homeopathy, seasoned medicine, art
treatment, ancient Chinese medicine, and plenty of loads of.

In the rural areas of Cameroon, one generally travels for
several days before finding the nearest clinic and pharmacy or
health clinic for consultation. In addition to loosing operative
days, transport fares the high worth of medication ought to even
be taken into thought. among the past few years, Cameroon
joined most of the developing countries in recognizing that
they're doing not have the suggests that to supply
comprehensive health care like some industrial countries, and
have started taking loads of interest in promoting the utilization
of ancient remedies.

Traditional medicine square measure sometimes used in huge
parts of Africa, Asia and region. for many multitudinous of us,
generally living in rural areas in developing countries, seasoned
medicines, ancient treatments and ancient practitioners unit the
foremost, generally the only, provider of health care. The
foremost customers of healthful plants in Cameroon square
measure, until recently, the native population, the arena has
begun to draw in kind of native and foreign researcher’s
international organization agency have discovered the value of
ancient healing.

There’s active development in metallic element most
significantly among the West associated Northwest regions of
Cameroon where there is a merger of trade-practitioner to form
durable regional associations and organs of operation. Early
studies were likely on ethno-botanical survey and exploration;
but since the 90s' the fields of study have expanded to include
ethno-pharmacology, chemistry, and chemistry of natural
merchandise, organic synthesis and thus the utility of healthful
and aromatic plants.

Traditional medicine (also spoken as native or individuals
drugs) contains medical aspects of knowledge that developed
over generations among the individuals beliefs of assorted
societies before the age of recent medication. the World Health
Organization (WHO) defines ancient medicine as "the
aggregation of the info, skills, and practices supported the
theories, beliefs, and experiences native to whole completely
different cultures, whether or not or not explicable or not, used
within the maintenance of health more as among the bar,
diagnosis, improvement or treatment of physical and mental
disease.

In some urban areas the common waiting time at a hospital or
clinic to consult a doctor is usually the utmost quantity as eight
hrs. The staff square measure poorly trained and motiveless.
Many workers members basic cognitive operation they hold
superior knowledge, treat patients inconsiderately. Patients unit
often not told the character and reason for his or her health
problem.

There square measure a unit inadequate technical services
leading to poor quality care. The treatment costs in clinics unit
associate excessive quantity of, even for state run hospitals and
clinics, where consultation and treatment is assumed backed.
The doctor to patient magnitude relation is around 1:100 fifty
per day among the national territory. Government spends
associate outsized proportion of the Per Capita gross national
product on western health care. Seasoned medicines might
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prove negative effects like aversions, rashes, asthma, headaches,
nausea, vomiting, and symptom that will vary from delicate to
severe. Like different prescription medications, seasoned

medicine ought to be prescribed by knowledgeable and
registered grownup.
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